Demand For Trained Men In Engineering And Science Noticed

FRESHMAN NOTICE

As a prelude to proms, there are a number of positions on the staff which anyone interested are invited to fill.

Any member of the freshman class, interested in competing for positions at the Annual Junior Prom in the spring, is invited to apply at any of the Tech's offices.

Institute Students May Tour Europe

Students may tour Europe again this year at a cost of $480 in specially equipped camping buses based in the United States. The tour will sail from France June 11; on disembarking at Le Havre, the group will travel nine days by car to Paris, then on through the Alps country and over the Grimsel Pass to Zurich. There they then are to travel through Germany by way of Munich, Nurnberg, Leipzig, Stuttgart, and Wiesbaden to and over the Rhine into the Netherlands and complete their tour at The Hague.

DuPont Company Gives Funds For Fellowships

Money To Be For Chemists In Graduate Work

Noting an increasing demand for research chemists, the E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company has again approved plans for establishing fellowships in twelve leading universities and colleges, one for each of the twelve.

$18,000 have been appropriated, half of which is to cover the cost of consolation for the academic year 1935-36, the other half being allotted for continuing the fellowship in the same institution.

Today Is Last Time For Special Junior Prom Table Grouping

Nalle, Placement Head Announces Trend In Business

Only 6% Of Class Of 1935

New Available For Positions

Personality The Big Factor In Selection Of Men For Better Positions

A rapid increase in the demand for engineers in engineering and science, including recent graduates as well as those with several years of experience, has been reported by John M. Nalle, director of the placement department.

Conditions in business and industry are growing more favorable, and it is expected that this will mean an actual shortage of men with special qualifications for certain fields, he said.

Of the class of '35 men graduated last year, 75% are employed, and are now available for employment, and the demand for engineers is expected to continue.

Engineers in general are selecting applicants for positions with much more discrimination than in the past, Mr. Nalle reports, and men of the position, character, and personality he can place them.

Personality counts. Everyone who signs up for a technical or executive position cover not only the usual academic qualifications but the many human qualities generally weighed in terms of character and personality, he contended.

While a few years ago employers cared little about a particular strain or scholastic rating, they now are equally interested in the combination of personal qualities which make up a well-rounded individual.

This cultural and social acceptance is considered less important than that the candidate possesses the necessary scholastic standing alone does not qualify men for any of the existing requirements of modern business.

Junior Prom Tables Are On General Sale After 2 P. M. Today

All Group Arrangements Yet Uncompleted Must Be Made Early

After 2 p.m. tomorrow, table space will not be reserved but will be put on general sale.

Today is the last day for groups on the larger tables (those numbered 40 and up) to make space reservations.